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In the Kaleyard
New Gardening Feature
Welcome to “In the Kaleyard”
by Lady Olwen of Buckland

Happy Birthday Your
Excellency!

Many friends
from far and near
A kaleyard, a term used in Scotland and the northern
gathered at Huis
third of England, is a kitchen vegetable garden,
Doorn on Saturwhether in peasant’s dooryard or a walled monastic
day, April 6th to
garden. Kale, or borecole, a non heading form of cab- celebrate Baron
bage, closely related to collards, broccoli and Brussels Moonwulf
sprouts, was a staple of the monastic and peasant gar- Starkaardhersden from Roman times and is still a favorite in British son’s 60th birthgarden allotments and American gardens, due to its
day.
hardiness. Pieter Bruegel, the Elder in The Census at
Bethlehem , 1566, shows a tumbledown hovel in the
right center portion of the painting, where someone is
picking the top leaves of kale from a small fenced garden in the snowy landscape.
When is soil ready for planting ?
Dig up a fist-sized ball of non-frozen soil in your garden put it in your hand. Squeeze the ball of soil. Does
the soil deform like a ball of clay and not fall apart? If
so your soil is too wet to work – let it dry out a couple
of days. Does the ball of soil remain hard and not
crumble? Your soil is too dry to work: water or wait
for rain. If the ball of soil compresses slightly and then
readily falls apart your soil is ready for digging and
planting.
April in the Rivenstar garden
With the cold and wet Indiana spring of 2013, as of
Inside this issue:
April 1, most soils have been far too cold and waterlogged for any early planting. Cabbage and kales are
Newsletter and Officer Contact Information
among those plants that can be set out as early as one
Business Meeting Reports
month before the last frost date which is usually about
May 10 or Mothers’ Day in this area. Other European
In the Kaleyard and more Photos
vegetables that do well with an early planting are
Baronial Calendar
Continued on Page 8
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Important information about this publication:
This is the Mar/Apr., 2013 issue of the RivenSTAR, a publication
of the Barony of Rivenstar of the Society for Creative
Anachronism, Inc. (SCA, Inc.). The RivenSTAR is available from
Marian Hryhorcova (Marion Miller) 3340 Morgan St. West
Lafayette, IN 47906. It is not a corporate publication of SCA,
Inc., and does not delineate SCA, Inc. policies. Copyright ©
2009 Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. For information on
reprinting photographs, articles, or artwork from this publication,
please contact the Chronicler, who will assist you in contacting
the original creator of the piece. Please respect the legal rights of
our contributors.
The RivenSTAR gratefully accepts submissions of articles and
artwork. These must be copyright free and of interest to the SCA
community. The editor reserves the right to edit material before
publication due to content or space constraints. Artwork should
be submitted in electronic format (gif or jpg files, please.) Use
simple fonts like Times New Roman or Arial for text
submissions. Please e-mail artwork, text submissions, and
corrections to the RivenSTAR editor Marian Hryhorcova, email:
miller41@purdue.edu
Credits: A portion of the images in this publication are
protected by U.S. and Worldwide Copyright laws, and are owned
by Microsoft® Publisher 2000. The Rivenstar shield was
provided by Mistress Heirusalem Crystoma. Pdf conversion
provided by Warder Gallien Le Cavalier de l'Ile. Officer badges
can be found at the MK Chronicler’s website in the clip art
section http://www.midrealm.org/chronicler/
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Regular Weekly Activities Info
Mondays
7:00 pm - Madrigal Choir Rehearsal
8:00 pm - Baronial Business Meetings
Held in Stewart Center at Purdue
See Baronial Calendar back page of this issue.

Tuesdays
Archery Practice - Currently on Hiatus

Wednesdays
8:00 pm - Heavy and Rapier Fighter Practice
Held at the Purdue Armory on Campus (summer hours differ)
Contact: Uaisle Malie Bean MhicAoid’ (Tammy E. Holwin)
email: thatcutefencer@gmail.com

Sundays
3:00—5:00 PM— Dance Practice (on hiatus)
Contact:
email:

More Activities!
Equestrian Practices start in the Spring, weather permitting, and
are usually held twice a month on Sunday afternoons from 1-4 pm.
Drum Practices will be held on either Tuesday or Thursday evenings at the Morton Community Center. Check the Rivenstar website and email list for updates.
Contact Kat at: izmaragd@yahoo.com

Officers of the Barony of Rivenstar

Baron - Duke Moonwulf Starkaardhersson,
Master of Arms, OP (Michael Longcor)

Chronicler - Lady Marian Hryhorcova (Marion Miller)
email: miller41@purdue.edu

Baroness - Countess Takaya Mereleone, OP (Vickie Poole)
email: takaya@juno.com

MoAS - Lady Olwen of Buckland (Sara Clark)
email: urthmomma@aol.com

Seneschal - Lady Danilla of Dacia (Dana Mosher)
email: danajoym@gmail.com

Chirurgeon - Lady Danilla of Dacia (Dana Mosher)
email: danajoym@gmail.com

Knight's Marshal - Lord Orentil

Exchequer - Lady Giuliana Fornician (Julie Pierson)
email: piersonj@purdue.edu

Rapier Marshal - Lady Uaisle Malie Bean MhicAoid’ (Tammy E.
Holwin)
email: thatcutefencer@gmail.com
Archery Marshal - Lord Wilhelm of Rivenstar (Ryan Jones)
email: jonesra@purdue.edu (MIT)

Chatelaine - Lady Marilynde of the Rocks (Mary Rusek)
email: mary.rusek@swiftenterprises.com
Web Minister - Lady Brianna The Small (Breanna Jones)
brej939@yahoo.com
Dance Mistress - Position Open

Equestrian Marshal - Baroness Takaya Mereleone (Vickie Poole)
email: takaya@juno.com
Herald - Position open
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Medieval Society of Purdue President - Lord Wilhelm of Rivenstar
(Ryan Jones) email: jonesra@purdue.edu
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Business Meeting Minutes:
Monday, February 4, 2013
Event Reports: none
Officer Reports: Web Minister—Breanna noted
that the officers weren’t updated on the webpage
yet because her editor program wouldn’t work correctly. She has a solution now and is working on
the updates.
Seneschal—Concerning Face Book pages—as
long as a Face Book page is not officially tied to
the SCA or to the Barony, it is OK if the pages
pass along announcements but they can not be the
only source of the announcements which must go
through official channels, i.e. The Rivenlist
Chronicler—the new issue of the RivenSTAR is
out today and has been sent to all interested parties
at the regional level.
Madrigals—Pieter reported that progress is being
made toward the spring event and we now have
some great new lyrics to a special song that we
can try.
Chatelaine—If you need garb see Rocky but she’s
not sure of availability due to upcoming bad
weather. She visited the Tippecanoe Co. Library
and found that the children’s book readings for the
month of Feb are about Dragons and volunteered
our Barony to turn out in garb if so desired.
Baroness—nothing to report
A&S—If you are going to participate in Regional
A&S competitions, sign up now on line. There are
125 day until Pennsic pre-reg. ends on June 1st.
One Hundred sixty days to land grab. Pennsic is
20 July to 3 Aug this year.
Baron—’Coise reporting - Practice on Wed as
usual. Loaner gear didn’t make it to practice on
Wed. because Wulf was unavailable but no one
else picked it up. ‘Coise will drop it off this Wed
at the Armory and Ivar will take custody of it in
the meantime.
Exchequer—Sigulf reporting—The Domesday Report went in the mail a week ago on Sat.
Seneschal—won’t be here next meeting. ‘Coise
will run the meeting.
Interesting note: The recently found remains
thought to be those of Richard III, have been confirmed as such.
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Current Business: Dani really liked Aurora’s idea
about haunch of venison served at the Feast but doesn’t see it happening (this was a Rivenlist conversation.) The other point that was brought up was using
the venison at all but because the venison was donated, we should be in the clear. We are not actually
selling the venison. Discussion on this topic ensued.
‘Coise had an email from Tom (the hawk demo) and
he’ll be releasing Lydia back to the wild in March so
he won’t be able to do the demo at our event. He
probably won’t have another hawk for at least a year
or two. There was a Feast Tasting last Sunday and it
was very successful. Great food and company. The
next Feast Tasting will be Sunday, Feb. 17, 6PM at
Huis Doorn.
End Note: Rocky saw the first sign of spring today—
Dog ‘n Suds was advertising for help!

Monday, February 11, 2013
Event Reports: Pieter went to St Val Day Massacre
in Barony Andalcrag. He reported that he fenced—A
LOT. He remained undefeated until the finals. Malie
MhicAoid’ won the Iron Ring from Gerard 3-1. It
hasn’t been in Rivenstar for a couple of years. Lots of
Heavy combat too. There was a photo booth taking
glamour shots of people in garb. A scroll blank challenge netted 200 blanks with 25 being first time efforts.
Officer Reports: Chatelaine—contact Rocky if you
need or can donate garb.
Baroness—This is a quiet time of year. We are contemplating spring equestrian practice
Baron—Reported that he padded a helmet this weekend and Saturday night he helped skin a wild boar that
his neighbor brought home. He’d gone hunting with a
group in the old style; with spear, knife and dog.
(Luckily Wulf had the spear and knife to lend him!)
A&S—Constellation Regional A&S will be at Better
War Through Archery in Danville, IN this weekend.
Archery—There will be a loaded car going down to
Better War. Nan and Pieter will help take a van load
as well.
Web Minister—Breanna reported that she managed to
get some stuff posted almost by accident. She is still
Page 3
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working on the issues of having an outdated code.
Chronicler—tried again to send the last RivenSTAR
to the Rivenlist but it won’t go. Perhaps the file is
too large.
Madrigals—doing well.
Beaver—no sign
Equestrian—when it warms up
Current Business: The SCA court case that we all
contributed to has been settled. The SCA sued the
insurance company and got 2/3 of their money back.
SCA Inc. is sending the money back to the kingdoms
and it will be distributed from that point.
Three Saints—First, Dani did some research and
called the DNR about the question of whether or not
we could serve wild caught venison at the Feast and
was told that it was fine. The Pale editor confirmed
the receipt of the Pale Ad for Three Sts. Next we
need the 2nd ad placement for the April Pale. The
next Feast Tasting will be on Sunday 17th at 6 PPM
at Huis Doorn.
Monday, February 18, 2013
Event Reports: Olwen reported on Better War
Through Archery. She was a judge for the Regional
A&S Faire and ate some of Waltrudess’ wonderful
cheeses and even sampled smelt pickled in whey.
‘Coise and Sigulf were there too. ‘Coise worked the
tally room. There were 28 entries with one being a
Pente. There was a Court possibly 2 but no royalty.
Master John Ap Wynn culled some books from his
library and gave them away. There were Girl Scout
Cookies to purchase and to send a donation to our
armed forces. Wilhelm and Breanna reported that
there were so many archers that shooting was done in
waves. Before that was declared however, so many
arrows hit one target at a time that it was knocked
over. ‘Coise reported that Master Llewellyn was
talking about the 50 year celebration of the Middle
Kingdom in 2016. They have a whole fair ground
reserved for a week long event with camping in June
2016.
Officer Reports: A&S—Olwen went to Constellation Regional A&S. If you want to participate in a
later fair, there are still others. She announced that a
Stitch-n-Bitch will be held at her house at 2 PM
Page 4
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Sunday, March 3. Breanna will put it up on the
website. Olwen offered up a garden article to the
RivenSTAR. She also reminded us all that the Herald’s materials are at her house and need to be returned to the Barony.
Madrigals—”We’re pretty good.” Tim had a request for Rivenstarkans to attend a performance of
Henry V for which he plays the Dauphin. He’d
like to have people in garb for a photo opp.
Chronicler—Feast tasting was great but she didn’t
get photos because camera battery died.
Archery—there were too many people at Better
War for Wilhelm to track down all the necessary
signatures to get sign-offs on the Marshal application.
Web Minister—Still making progress with the
website.
Marshal—Fighter practice is still on for Wed at the
Armory.
Exchequer—report went in and is on file
Seneschal—Dani’s report is due in a week. She
received a phone call today from Catherine of the
Snows who asked for help finding a place to line in
Lafayette
Current Business: ‘Coise indicated that we need
to make it very clear that we have an EXTREMELY DRY site. Royalty will be coming to
the event so we will need a Royalty Liaison. We
need to provide lunch and dinner to the Royalty
Room. The Pale editor has confirmed that the ad
will run for April and Pieter has the check ready to
send for it. Dani will call the Armory just to touch
base. Olwen asked for a look-through just in case
anything has changed. Let’s ask if there are hallways that we can use for merchants. Feast Tasting
report—we had carrot babka with tiny pieces of
carrot, apple and onion sautéed in butter with
cream. We tasted 12 more items yesterday. There
will be one more tasting on March 10th at 6 PM at
Huis Doorn.
An idea was proposed for a monthly cooks guild
meetings to get together and share food and friendship.
New Business: Birthday party for the Baron at
Huis Doorn on Sat, April 6th at 6 PM
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Monday, February 25, 2013
Event Reports: Pieter went to Dragon’s Mark for
Candlemas. It was very well attended from far and
wide by heavy fighters but not as many fencers.
There was a Court but he didn’t attend.
Officer Reports: Chatelaine—Need garb, call
Rocky
Baroness—still quiet
A&S—Midlands A&S is in Effingham. There will
be a Stitch-n-Bitch at Olwen’s on Sunday, 2 PM
Baron—no fighter practice during spring break
March 13th. Put this out on the web
Web Minister—Still trying to fix it
Archery—Potentially starting as soon as conditions
get better
Chronicler—nothing to report
Madrigals—nothing new
Equestrian—will be starting when the weather gets
better
Seneschal— Dani’s report is due in a week. She has
all the info she needs to get it done. Dani will put
out an e-mail to the list to see if someone will fill
the Herald position.
Current Business: There will be a Feast Tasting at
Huis Doorn on Sunday, March 10th at 6 PM. ‘Coise
was asked to contact the Armory to make sure that
we are all good to go. We still need a “sitter” for
Friday night. Wulf will ask Jim Harris. Question
on open flame—it is not allowed. Pieter noted that
the sooner the better in getting a working link from
the Kingdom calendar to our event page.
Other Business: The banking decision for Rivenstar account is on hold because of tax season. Lady
Guiliana is a tax preparer. Pieter noted that there are
only a few months to Pennsic and he has had a request for space in the camp from Warder Kentegern,
his lady and his daughter. Pieter asked if it is OK to
add more to the encampment before he just says yes.
Wednesday Company, Raven’s Company and several others have expressed interest in camping with
Rivenstar. May 19th is the mail in deadline and
June 9th is the computer deadline for registration.
Note: There is an effort to create a largess swap—
create an item that cost less than $25 that someone
might use in their participation in the SCA and
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donate it to the Constellation Largess collection.
Then at Simple Day there will be a meet and greet
so that the items can be swapped with a partner.
This worked well in the Midlands where they are
planning to do another one soon. Check it out on
Face Book under Constellation Largess.
Pieter reported that Tim requested us to attend a performance of Henry V. It looks like Friday night the
16th might be a good date. If you are planning to
attend, garb from 1415 would be appropriate.
Non SCA business: Dog’n Suds opened today.
There are 79 cent Coney dogs for the next 3 days.

Monday, March 3, 2013
Event Reports: none
Officer Reports: Baroness – She is requesting
award recommendations for our rapidly approaching
event. The King and Queen, Dag and Anna Marie
are coming to our event.
A&S – There was a Stitch-n-bitch at Olwen’s on
Sunday. Dani came over and looked at various colors and layouts of bog dresses and simple stuff for
Pennsic heat. Reminder that Pennsic registration
deadline by mail is May 19th and June 9th for email
registration. There are 137 days until land-grab.
Question from ‘Coise – do we have anyone for land
grab this year? Pieter noted that Virnin may be willing to do it but we must check with him.
Baron – Get award recommendations in ASAP. Go
to the Kingdom awards section on line. Do it soon
because they need 8 weeks advance notice.
Exchequer – We still have money. The SCA Inc.
settled with the insurance company and 70% will be
returned to the kingdoms. The kingdom is asking
for donations to cover short falls if groups would
accept less than the 70% back, it would be helpful.
Web Minister – Breanna is adding details on the
event website as they come up. Once the menu is
settled, she’ll put it up too.
Archery – will be starting in a couple of months depending on the weather.
Chronicler – nothing to report
Madrigals – Pieter reports that we are singing 3
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pieces for the event and moving in the right direction. Also, those interested, we will be going to see
Henry V in Carmel on Sat., March 16. Meeting at
Huis Doorn and all driving together.
Current business: Referring to the donation question above, we took a vote on the question as to the
amount of the donation Rivenstar is willing to give.
Some discussion ensued as to 50% or 60% of the
returned money should be donated. It was settled
that we would like to get back 70% of our 70% return. We calculated that our 70% return would total
$1400. We request 70% of that which would be
$1000 (50% of our original contribution) , thus donating $400 to the Middle Kingdom.
Three Saints – Final Feast Tasting is on Sunday at 6
PM at Huis Doorn. ‘Coise confirmed with the Armory. We are good to go. The check was received
and cashed. We are on their calendar. Sgt. Burge
will not be there this year. Sigulf reported that we
have one merchant so far. Nerissa volunteered to be
the liaison for the Royalty. She should contact the
chamberlain to at least let him/her know who she is.
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“baby sit” us on Friday night for feast prep at the
Armory.
Exchequer – We have money. The SCA Inc. checks
will go out to the groups next week, less the % we
are donating to the Kingdom.
Web Minister – Breanna is still working on the website. She has a regional Chatelaine meeting at 2 PM
on the day of our event to add to the web page.
Chronicler – nothing to report
Madrigals – Pieter reports that the madrigals are on
track.
Beaver Report – The beaver was sighted by a
neighbor who was alarmed by the size of the creature in the pond.
Current Business: Francoise has found site tokens
for the event. There were tassels on sale at JoAnn’s
and they fit nicely with the theme. Sigulf is working
on the Feast tokens. Sigulf reported there are now
two merchants for the event. Giggling Wenches
signed up. Neither ‘Coise nor Nerissa have heard
back from the Chamberlain yet. We need to allow
time and space for “Poultry of the Silk Road” class
by Abbot Johann. Question – Is Rocky doing
lunch?

Monday, March 10, 2013 was spring break at Purdue, the Chronicler was away. Monday, March 17, Monday, April 1, 2013
2013 there was a meeting but the Chronicler was
Event Reports: no one went anywhere because
unable to attend.
yesterday was Easter
Officer Reports: Chatelaine – Rocky noted that all
groups in the area have been invited to participate in
the Michigan Renaissance faire on August 24th. If
Monday, March 25, 2013
Event Reports: Several of us (Pieter, Nan, ‘Coise, you need garb, contact Rocky. Pieter introduced
Caitriona, Marian and Tom) attended a performance Virnin Clay, his daughter Bethie and her friend John
of Henry V in Carmel in which Tim Fox admirably to the group. Virnin will be Rivenstar’s land grab
played the part of the Dauphin. We all went in garb, agent at Pennsic again this year.
had photos taken and even broke out in song with
Baroness – We are now on Event count-down time.
the Agincourt Carol.
Please get award recommendations in immediately.
Officer Reports: Baroness – There will be an
Also on an equestrian note – there should be riding
equestrian demo at Simple Day. Sundance is being practice between now and the event if the weather is
taught to pull a cart. Looking forward to practice in good. Question raised – Will we need to provide a
the spring. Today Takaya posted a feast menu from Court Herald? Yes, so we’ll need a pinch-hitter
30 years ago to the Rivenlist. Maybe in two years at who is a warrented Herald. ‘Coise will ask the ReRivenstar’s 40th anniversary, we can reprise the
gional Herald for help.
menu.
A&S – Faire season is here. Several A&S faires are
Baron – Wulf noted that Major Harris will again
coming up soon. There will be a Stitch-n-Bitch
Page 6
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Sunday if there is interest. Register early for Pennsic. If you are teaching at Pennsic this year then
April 15th is the last day to get your class mentioned
in the book. There are now two classes scheduled
for the Three Saints event.
Exchequer – Things have been unusually slow coming up to an event. i.e. no one has registered. There
have been no feast tickets sold. No decision on a
new back for our account will be made until after
tax season.
Chronicler – nothing to report but Marian has to get
a new issue out before the event. Olwen said she
will get a gardening article written.
Beaver Report – It was spotted on the pond so Nan
and Pieter are still blessed with its presence.
Madrigals – Pieter reports they are on target to perform and are now trying to memorize the pieces.
Seneschal / Current Business: Sgt. Burge contacted Dani and wanted to know if we were still on
line for 4/26-27. Burge was asking if we need to
change anything from last year because he isn’t going to be our on site person this year. She told him
that we’d still like to borrow the pots and pans like
last year. Note: On Friday, we need to remove all
tables and chairs from the closet for use as a Royal
Room. Nerissa is on tap for the Royal liaison.
Question on the family cap. Decision for this year is
that it will remain the same but we will evaluate
what happens this year for possible change in the
future. The Web Minister is putting updates on the
website right now. The Three Saints website is updated to include pre-registration at this point. ‘Coise
has most of the tassels done for the site tokens and
just has a few more to do. Looking for a total of
175 tokens. Last year’s attendance was 180.
Rocky will do the lunch tavern and Wilhelm has
volunteered to help. We’ll need to get a feast menu
up on the website by the end of this week. Wulf reports that we are fine on road signs. We have 5
matching ones in good shape and three more that are
usable. Question, do we need the napatorium? Last
year we set up Wulf’s tent as a shade fly. We
should have at least one of them for shade. Yes, we
should have the napatorium. We’ll also need the list
tables and coolers from Nan and Pieter’s house.
‘Coise would like to ping the Chamberlain again to
Page 7
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make contact. We need to ask the Royals if they are
bringing their own Herald. We can provide the list
Heralds but the Court Herald must be Warrented.
Pennsic – Since Virnin is here, Pieter noted that we
have a challenge- Lysanthria would like to come to
Pennsic and camp with Rivenstar. She is in a
wheelchair. The question is, is it possible to accommodate for her in the shower etc to make this possible. The answer is yes. Along the same lines, Pieter
is trying to catch up with the several households
who camp there too and coordinate the logistics of it
all. Wulf noted that he expected to be waited on
hand and foot. Nan, as leader of the cook group,
said she’d see to it. Mail in reg. deadline is May
19th, on line reg. deadline is June 9, then it is just 40
days to land grab from there.
Point of Interest: Lydia the hawk was released
back into the wild today. May she hunt well.
Monday, April 8, 2013
Event Reports: Wulf’s 60th birthday party was Saturday. There was drinking, eating, singing and staying up late. The Beaver made an appearance.
Officer Reports: Chatelaine – If you need garb for
the event contact Rocky.
A&S – South Oaken A&S Faire is this weekend.
We will have 2 classes and maybe three at our
event.
Exchequer – nothing to report
Web Minister – The feast menu is up, please check
it for accuracy. A list of ingredients is now in the
works.
Student Org. – Student elections were officially held
at fighter practice this week. Rooms have been
scheduled. Wilhelm is now looking for a VP and a
Secretary so they could easily slide into the other
roles if needed.
Chronicler – nothing to report. Olwen noted that
she sent Marian an article this evening.
Equestrian – Pieter noted that there was an impromptu yet lengthy equestrian practice on Sunday.
It was a lovely day to be out.
Current Business: Do we have access to showers
at the Armory? No, but Dani has volunteered her
house for crash space and showers if needed.
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Royals have asked for trays for lunch and signs for
parking spaces. We need to find guards and local
retainers and to help set up the thrones. Note, there
is a link to the Rivenstar web page from the
Midrealm calendar page. The lunch tavern is a fund
raiser for the benefit of the Student Org. who then
use the money for materials used for recruitment at
the BGR events and for things like parade treats
when we did the Homecoming Parade. Dani requested that Olwen or Takaya evaluate the current
contents of the spice box. Nerissa is going to provide a meat tray, fruit and cheese tray and a dessert
for the Royals. Royal Parking will be at the back
door, we are planning two spots currently. The
kitchen is planning for 64 people to be seated at the
round tables, 10 at a head table, 10 servers and the
various people in the kitchen. Weather permitting,
Court will be held outside. We don’t need chairs if
it is on the grass but if it is on the pavement, then
we’ll need to put out chairs. If Court is outside, then
we can set up the feast hall during it without any
fuss. Otherwise, between the end of fighting and
with Court, set up may be tricky. Dani sent out a
big Thanks to ‘Coise for dealing with all the details
as Autocrat and for Breanna for her perseverance
with the web site.
Non SCA Business – This weekend is Bug Bowl
and next weekend is Grand Prix. Plan your lives
accordingly.
More Baron’s Birthday Photos
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In the Kaleyard continued from Page 1
Swiss chard, known also as silverbeet and bleta ,
radishes, onion sets, shallots, fava beans and peas of
all kinds: snap, English, snow or flat podded and
soup peas. Lettuce and spinach also do well with
early planting. By mid-April to late April weather is
usually conducive to planting carrots, parsnips, arugula, leeks and garbanzo beans. Fall planted garlic
will have emerged and be growing strongly in April.
Garlic does well with a dose of a high nitrogen fertilizer at emergence and again in mid-May. Notably
missing from the spring medieval garden is the
white or Irish potato, as this is a New World species
and not popular in Europe until well out of our period.
Use of wide rows and narrow paths for planting is a
medieval and Renaissance gardening tradition going
back to the gardens at the monastery at St. Gall and
continuing through Elizabethan era gardens. Although monastic, kitchen and peasant gardens were
laid out for utility, long established gardens were
also planted with a sense of order and pattern. We’ll
look more at layouts of medieval gardens in a later
column.
Upcoming Tasks for May
Mints, lemon balm, chives, tarragon, oregano and
sorrel are herbs that will be emerging in April and in
active growth in May, ready for use by mid-May.
Early May is a good time for additional plantings of
lettuce, quick growing spinaches, beets, radishes,
carrots, leeks, parsnips, green onions from sets, and
short season cabbages. Mid-May, usually around
Mothers’ Day, brings the frost-free date, a week after which it’s usually safe to begin planting cucumbers and some melons. Later May is a good time to
start a nursery bed for long season cabbages for fall
harvest and sauerkraut. New World species usually
planted in May, but
absent from the medieval garden are pole
and bush beans, tomatoes, peppers,
squashes and sweet
potatoes, all staples of
the modern garden.
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Source: Wikipedia, Constantinople entry.

Save the Date:
April 27, 2013
Three Saints
On the Road to
Constantinople
National Guard Armory
Dayton, IN
Same site as last year.
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April 2013
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 Madrigals (7) &
Business mtg. (8)
STEW 204

9

10 Armored practice: Purdue Armory 8—10

11

12

13

14

15 Madrigals (7)
& Business mtg.
(8) STEW 204

16

17 Armored practice: Purdue Armory 8—10

18

19

20

21

22 Madrigals (7)
& Business mtg.
(8) STEW 204

23

24 Armored practice: Purdue Armory 8-10

25

26

27 Three Saints on
the Road to Constantinople

28 Purdue Finals
begin on Monday

29 Madrigals (7)
& Business mtg.
(8) STEW 204

30

All photos in this issue are courtesy
of John Skinner and Marian
Hryhorcova.

May 2013
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed
1

Thu
2

Fri

Sat

3

4 Purdue Spring
Semester Ends

5

6 Madrigals (7) & 7
Business mtg. (8)
check for room

8 Armored prac9
tice: Slayter Hill at
Dusk.

10

11

12

13 Madrigals (7) 14
& Business mtg. (8)
check for room

15 Armored practice: Slayter Hill

16

17

18

19

20 Madrigals (7)
21
& Business mtg. (8)
check for room

22 Armored practice: Slayter Hill

23

24

25

26

27 Madrigals (7)
28
& Business mtg. (8)
check for room

29 Armored practice: Slayter Hill

30

31
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